Worthington City Schools Facility Master Plan Phase 2
Task Force Meeting #2

Agenda
Wednesday, February 24, 2021, 7:00PM

State of the Schools Overview (20 minutes)
Planning Framework Break-Out Sessions (60 minutes)
ABC's of planning
Aging Facilities
Balancing High Schools & Budgeting
Capacity
Report Out (30 minutes)
Options Development Process (10 minutes)
Adjourn

SEE REPORT LINK AT
https://www.worthington.k12.oh.us/domain/1189
FOR COMPLETE DOCUMENT

Renovation Examples
https://ofcc.ohio.gov/Portfolios/K-12-Portfolio

Strongsville High School Renovation

Fact Sheet

Project Resources
District Master Facility Plan Phase 2 webpage
https://www.worthington.k12.oh.us/domain/1189

Student Yield and Housing Turnover Study
Website
coming soon

Homework
Name
Aﬃliation/Representation
Your top two priorities for MFP Phase 2
Email to Lee at lhwang@geoinfollc.com

Aging Facilities
Should the age of a facility be considered in
determining the future of a building in terms
of new construction or renovation?
does condition
impair
operational
cost

considr how
much money to
put in to achieve
educational
adequacy

equitability
over time

consder
condition
of building
not just age

spread money
ofver more
buildings for
updates

what does
educaionally
adequate
mean?

equity
accross
the board

include
grounds
considerations

technology
becomes
frequently
outdated

new buildings
leave
inequitability
for other
buildings

Is there a limit to the investment made
into aging facilities?
is it worth
renovating
building

age is but a
number,
consider
condition

more shared
classrooms
could make
more common
space

consider any
systems or
safety issues

Are there any other factors that should be
considered when determining if an aging facility
should be preserved/replaced?
historical
considerations

more
remote
learnign ?

unique
what is
features of
educational
building
adequacy

"charm"
of older
building
colaboration
spaces

infrastructure
discussion

environment
of building

Audio
visual
needs

KMS oldest but
maybe best
construcion
and history

adequacy
of space

performance
spaces,
webinar
spaces

other factors
importance
to
community

schools
for 22nd
century

how do we
future proof
schols, such
as technoogy

have we
reached the
limit of the
building

should there
be less
personalized
teacher
classrooms

consider
long game,
best bang
for the buck

Balancing High Schools & Budgeting
Are any adjustments needed to the
current plan to eﬀectively achieve the
goal of balancing high schools? What
are they and why?
Impact of change of
Slate Hill feeder
pattern change and
impact of open
enrollment into
Thomas
Worthington HS

What will post
COVID oﬀ campus
learning changes
mean for learning,
what will a
classroom be in the
future?

Looking at programs
depending on
demand - making
them look more
alike and not more
diﬀerent

Are the same
courses being
oﬀered across
both high
schools?

Could there be a
ﬂexible feeder
area that would
assist in future
attendance
changes?

Don't redraw
and throw oﬀ
economic &
racial balances

Tracking open
enrollments and
ﬁnding out why they
are shifting high
schools and/or
elementary schools

Run phase 2 so
that it doesn't
undermind the
balance achieved
in phase 1

Could the
expansion of an
elementary school
change the
balance in the
future?

Is the task force
ok with this or is
there a chance
that we may need
to make changes,
making priorities?

How should the budget be considered in regard to the
master plan? i.e. concentrate on large projects one at a
time or spread the budget to multiple smaller projects
Can you get
the biggest
bang for
your buck?

Invest for the
biggest impact for
the most students
- don't have to
replace later

What other funding
and revenue is
needed for capital
improvements and
other operations

Balancing need to
renovate TWHS vs.
making sure that all
voters/community
members see value
to support
bond/levy

Sometimes you
can control
costs in smaller,
allow for
ﬂexibility

Look at the
urgency and
need in the
elementary/high
schools

Create comparison
of schools so that
you can see
renovate v replace
and student impact
at each building

Counterpoint: We
also need to
consider our biggest
need students, not
necessary biggest
populations

TWHS building and site is
an opportunity to make
community impact, not just
educational. The schools
improve each
neighborhood they are in
so we need to make the
investments as we strike
balance

Make sure we are
looking at entire
community so that
all people see
progress - they need
to see the value

Financial impact
of TWHS and
aﬀect on other
buildings.. look at
FCI in buildings

Utilize the data
we have and
let it drive
decisions

Making sure
building safety,
quality as
important as just
having more
space

What's the size of
the problems
you're trying to
solve, can't look at
the isolated issues

Take a look at
budgetary issues,
like energy
improvements
that would help in
long run

Look at all areas
of the district, not
just by school
building to build
voter support

Can we replace or
renovate TWHS
and still do
elementaries on
both sides of
district

Stack projects
and take a
holistic look at
the list

Plan a survey
to gage
community
support

Playgrounds and
other spaces that
are community
selling points at
each building

Balancing High Schools & Budgeting
Are there other budgetary considerations beyond
operational or permanent improvement funding that
should be incorporated into the master plan?
Making sure
everyone and
every building
gets something
out of the levy
funding

Counterpoint:
Equity - giving
everyone what
they need, not
every building
equal

Equal funding
could get watered
down, focus on
most impactful
items to make
change

Should there be
a third revenue
source for some
of these
improvements?

Making nominal
improvements like
playgrounds and
signage at all of the
buildings - making it
consistant

Are you able to
create facilities at a
place like TWHS that
would be rented or
generate revenue?

Balancing the big
impact projects
versus the smaller
projects with high
impact

Commercial
uses like
telephone
towers or other
opportunities?

Are there
grants or other
opportunties
for revenue for
the district?

Involving the
business
community
inside the
district

Improvements
that are serving
the greater
good of the
entire district

Should we look
for alternative
energy sources
for grants or
governmental
assistance

Should we consider
a permanant
improvements levy
or at least analyze
the money and what
it could mean for
impact?

Keeping in mind
that we need to
reach all
neighborhoods or
areas to get voters
out and pass levy

Community
partnerships
like Swim Inc or
with booster
gropus

Evaluate cost of
living in other
nearby
communities and
school districts

What will post
COVID oﬀ campus
learning changes
mean for learning,
what will a
classroom be in the
future?

Capacity
What kinds of solutions should the district
utilize to remedy capacity or utilization needs?
i.e. construction, year-round schedules, etc.
planning
for
ﬂexibility

better utilize
current space,
multipurpose
rooms

Construction

Modulars

Outdoor
spaces

redrawing
boundaries

build out more
vocational or
trade school
partnerships
for high school

underutilization
of one school
that another
can use

Getting rid
of shared
computer
spaces

At what point does capacity become an issue in
terms of utilization?
when
students
are in the
boiler room

encroaching
on
classroom
space

aﬀects
quality of
programs

What factors should be considered to
remedy capacity or utilization needs? ex.
special programs, cost, student impact, etc.

Value

free/reduced
numbers
should

Consider
partnerships

staﬀ
experience

value of
remote
teaching/le
arning

Is it easier to
pass levies
when we have
more schoolaged students

Concerned
about
building to
the max

focus on
buildings that
are
overcrowded
now

correlation
between
transtional
housing and
schools

extracurriculars

How do we
balance
special ed
units

transportation

diﬀerent
site
sizes

student
schedule

